below).
Oscillations in NF-kappaB signaling control the dynamics of gene expression.
Experiments and models of NF-kappaB oscillations. Multicompartmental.
Oscillatory but trafficking is faster than gene synthesis.
(10) Spontaneous cell polarization through actomyosin-based delivery of the Cdc42 GTPase.
A system of counteracting feedback loops regulates Cdc42p activity during spontaneous cell polarization.
Experiments and models of cell polarization through Cdc42 movement. Supporting Table S2 legend. This table contains brief descriptions and categorization of studies involving trafficking systems that were considered for the current analysis. It does not include the studies used for the dataset of reference models or the studies analyzed in detail in the paper. In summary, there are some 11 studies here that are outside the proposed framework in the current paper. There are a total of 6 studies, between this list and the models implemented in the present paper, that are handled by the current framework. This limited sample suggests that about 35% of trafficking studies fall into the framework established in the current paper.
Supporting Figure S1
Model description for Figure S1 . The conversion of early to late endosomes has been described in a published model of I implemented the core trafficking ODE models and found that the M-vs-Mtot curve for the compartment A reactions could take the negative-slope or bistable forms depending on parameters. In either case, the trafficking system was bistable for a reasonable range of parameters, as determined by the intersection of null-clines with M-vs-Mtot curves (Supporting Figure S1 D) . I also implemented a composite ODE model including the buildup of Rab7 and the replacement of Rab5, to replicate curves from the original study(8) (Supporting Figure S1 E ). The original study also included experimental data. Data points were measured from the published figure and overlaid on the simulated curves to show that the model was a good fit to the data (Supporting Figure S1 E ). This model is in supplementary Dataset S1 as rab7_plus_rab5.g. 
Finding and classifying fixed points.
Null clines were obtained by algebraically analyzing the flux-balance conditions, and casting the results in the form of the dependence of M on Mtot. Fixed points of the entire trafficked system were determined by finding intersection points between the null cline and the M vs. Mtot curve. ODE models were implemented for selected cases using GENESIS/ Kinetikit (14) and loaded into the MOOSE simulator (15) (http://moose.ncbs.res.in) which uses the GNU scientific library(16) for linear algebra and numerical integration. Steady-state solutions were obtained by setting the rate equations to zero and using mass-conservation constraints, and solving the resultant system of equations numerically. Stable states were classified by computing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the system and inspecting for the sign of the real parts. Additionally, the ODEs were numerically integrated using an adaptive-timestep RungeKutta method. Comparing graphical and steady-state estimates for fixed points In Figure 4 the graphical (G) and numerical (N) estimates of MA for all the fixed points were compared. I took abs(G -N)/(G+N) for each fixed point in each panel. In the rare cases where the graphical solution failed to find a fixed point, but the numerical solution did, G was taken as zero. In cases where both values were zero, the difference was taken as zero. Finding multiple fixed points. In order to find multiple fixed points for a given model, a MOOSE script function was custom-written for each category of model, to systematically vary the initial conditions of the ODE model while obeying mass-conservation laws. A typical calculation used ~60 such starting points. The script function categorized each distinct solution, to classify the model as a whole. Its main limitation was that it did not always find all the fixed points, especially if there were many closely spaced points. In practice only a small number of the quad-stable cases were affected by this limitation, and these were manually categorized by the graphical analysis. Generation of state maps. State maps were generated by scaling two parameters of each of the base trafficking models. The parameters were Total M and ratio of trafficking rates. The stippled state maps were generated where there were multiple parameters, using 2000 Monte Carlo samples of parameters, but plotted only against Total M and ratio of trafficking rates (TR). The solid color maps were computed where there were only the two parameters, by systematic parameter sweeps over each parameter. For each sample in these maps, the parameters of the base model were scaled as follows. The initial concentration of molecule M was set directly to Total M. Trafficking ratios were conceptually the ratio of flux terms into compartment A divided by flux terms out of it. However, care was taken to avoid generating large values of TR lest these invalidate the assumptions of the analysis. For TR greater than one, each of the flux terms into compartment A was divided by TR. For TR less than one, each of the flux terms out of the compartment A was multiplied by TR. The categorization of the model generated in this way was done as described above for finding multiple fixed points, and then counting and classifying each point within the script. I selected parameter ranges based on physiological estimates for trafficking rates (200 s to 20,000 s), equilibrium constants (0.01 uM to 100 uM), and binding affinities for anchor protein (0.1 to 10 uM). The interesting molecular concentration ranges were dependent on the region of the M vs Mtot curve in which bistable or negative slope effects were present. I chose a range of 1 to 10 uM based on the characteristics of my ODE test models for bistability and negative slope. Systematic and Monte Carlo parameter sweeps for state maps were performed using MOOSE and custom scripts as described above for state classification. Most calculations were done on a cluster (Sun Microsystems, configured by Locuz Systems).
Comparison with models of published trafficking systems SNARES: I implemented models for SNARE trafficking for positive slope, negative slope, and bistable systems. These were traff_pp_snare1_BIS, traff_nn_snare1_BIS, and traff_bb_snare1_BIS respectively, all of which were bistable. In addition, traff_bb_snare1_TRI was tristable. These models are in dataset S1. CaMKII state switch: The original model for CaMKII was from (17) , and is saved as accession 63 in the DOQCS database (18) . The M-vs-Mtot curves for this model were done using the model CaMKII_PSD_test.g, in which the interactions with the AMPAR model, and the trafficking reactions were removed. The predicted 'on' levels of CaMKII were ~100 uM (original model ~67 uM) and the 'off' level was ~2 uM plus a baseline 2 uM (original ~8 uM). The level of anchor protein Ptot was taken as 720 molecules (120 uM), from the original model. Keq (~0.00018) was obtained directly from a doseresponse curve on the CaMKII_PSD_test.g model, by analyzing responses of the cytosolic pool of CaMKII. The trafficking rates were taken from the original model (Kr = 0.0333). Tot was taken as 200 uM, equivalent to the original model level of 1188 molecules. AMPAR traffic: The original model (17) , was in accession 60 from DOQCS (acc60.g). This was slightly modified to disabling the AMPAR turnover and degradation reactions in order to construct the MA-vs-Mtot curve (acc60_for_turnover.g). Both models are in Dataset S1. MAPK oscillator model. This is based on a multisite phosphorylation model (19, 20) . These parameters were: Z = 2*10-5 uM/s and degradation rate = 0.001/s. This was implemented as the ODE model Markevich_KK_OSC.g. All these models are included in the collection of models in Dataset S1.
